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QUESTION 1

You need to ensure that the Sales measure in the Power View field list meets the requirements. What should you
do(Each correct answer presents a part of the solution. Choose all that apply.) 

A. Format the column to display zero decimal places. 

B. Hide the column from client tools. 

C. Create a measure named Sales based on the column by using the Data Analysis Expressions (DAX) SUM()
function. 

D. Rename the column to Sales. 

E. Format the measure to display zero decimal places. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

 

QUESTION 2

A group of report writers develop reports. The report writers currently use Report Builder 1.0 and report models. The
report writers are not trained on SQL Server query writing. Their report assignments come from various departments
within 

the organization. 

The company is upgrading to SQL Server 2012 with SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) in native mode. After the
upgrade, reports will retrieve data from a large new data warehouse that will reside on an instance of the SQL Server
2012 

Database Engine. Reports for each department will retrieve data from only a subset of the data warehouse tables. 

You are designing the data access strategy. You have the following requirements: 

Ensure that report writers can create only reports that display data which they have database permissions to view. 

Minimize the effort required to update connection strings for all reports developed by the report writers. 

Minimize the number of fields visible in a specific report for report writers who work for multiple departments. 

You need to design the data access strategy. 

What should you do(More than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Create report models by using SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT). Include data sources and data source views for each
department\\'s data requirements. Configure each data source to use integrated security. 

B. Create one shared data source that uses integrated security. Create an embedded dataset for each report. 

C. Create one shared data source that uses integrated security. Create one shared dataset that includes all tables
required by the report writers. 
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D. Create one shared data source that uses integrated security. Create a shared dataset for each department\\'s data
requirements. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to implement the product dimension. What should you do? 

A. In the data warehouse, create a product dimension from a view that joins the Product and ProductColor tables in the
financial database and contains product name and product color attributes. 

B. In the data warehouse, create a dimension table that contains product name and a dimension table that contains
product color. 

C. In the data warehouse, create a product dimension table that contains product name and product color. 

D. In the cube, create a named query that joins the Product and ProductColor tables in the financial database. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 

You are administering a SQL Server Analysts Services (SSAS) database on a server. The database hosts a financial
cube based on a SQL Azure database. 

You need to grant write access to the financial cube for all users in the group USA\PowerUsers. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence(To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: In the SQ L Management Studio (SSMS), connect to the SSAS instance on the server. 

Box 2: Create a new role for the database. 

Box 3: Add the USA\PowerUsers group to the role. Set the cube access for the role to Read and Process. 

Note: 

*

 A member of the server role for Microsoft SQL Server Analysis Services, or a member of a database role that has Full
Control (Administrator) permissions in a particular database, can create a database role that only has permission to
process specified objects within the database. Giving a database role permission to process a database object lets an
administrator delegate the task of processing certain objects, without also granting extraneous permissions to the user
who is performing the processing. 

*

 To give a database role permission to process a cube 

1.

 In SQL Server Management Studio, connect to the instance of Analysis Services, expand Roles for the appropriate
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database in Object Explorer, and then double-click a database role (or right-click Roles and select New Role to create a
new database role). If this is a new role, make sure that you enter a name for the role in the Role namebox. 

2.

 Click Cubes in the Select a Page pane, locate the cube in the Cube list, and then select the Process check box for the
cube. 

3.

 Click the OK button. 

* There is no write permissions on a cube. 

Reference: Grant Process Permissions on an Analysis Services Multidimensional Database 

 

QUESTION 5

You are designing a subscription strategy for a SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) report. 

You have an application that populates a table with user-specific subscription schedules and report formats. 

You need to ensure that users can receive reports by email according to their preferences. What should you do(More
than one answer choice may achieve the goal. Select the BEST answer.) 

A. Create a standard subscription for each record in the table. 

B. Create a data-driven subscription for each record in the schedule table. 

C. Create one data-driven subscription. Schedule the subscription to frequently retrieve user preferences. 

D. Create a standard subscription for each subscription schedule. 

Correct Answer: C 

Ref: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms187066(v=sql.105).aspx 
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